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UNITED STATES AEMIC DiER0Y COMMISSION _

IDCKFmn AIRCRAFT (DRNRATION, DOCKET N0. 50-172

AND THE OENERAL SERVICES ADMINISITIATION, DOCKET NO. 50-176

4
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE OF FACILITY LICENSE AMENDHDIT.i

I

4

Floree take notice that., no request for a formal hearing having

been file d following publication of the notice of pivposed action in
,

the Federal Register, the Atomic Energy Commission has issued, effective

as of the date of issuance, Amendment No. 6 to Facility License No. R-66. ,

The amendment authorizes Lockheed Aircraf t Corporation to perform irradiation

experiments involving the u m of liquid hydrogen in close proximity to the

Radiation Effects Reactor located in Dawson County, Georgia.

- The amendment.as issued was substentially as set forth in the Notice

of Froposed Issuance of Facility License Amendment published in the Federal

Register October 3,196h, 29 F. R.13623. sxcept that for clarification

purposes, Table J 1 of the Technical Specifications was modified by

replacing safety trip levels with allowable operating ranges.

FOR THE ATOMIC ENERGY 00MMISSION

Director
Division of Reactor Licensing

Dated at Bethesda., Maryland
: this day of November,196h
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'ADDENDlH NO.1 TO xPPENDIX "A", 7ECHNICAL SPECITICATIONS. .

_LICD:NSE NO. R-86, AS AMENDED AlIIDlWT NO.6
'

i

| Add new paragraph 3 to Section J. " EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES", as fonovs:

3. .1dquid Rydrogen Erperiments

81bject to the following conditions, irradiation experiments involving
9 use of liquid hydrogen (M2) may be conducted utiliting liquid hydrogen

and auxiliary equirment mounted on RER test cars.

; a. Desig'n Requirements For Liquid Hydrogen Equireent >

(1) . All experimental equircent which contains LH2 shall be*
,

mounted on a single test car and shrouded by an aluminum
capsule. Irakage from this test car - capsule contairment
to ue RER building shan not exceed 10 scfm of gaseous

hydrogen for LH2 spins of 125 gpa or less. 2be capsule
shan be designed for an internal pressure of at least'

5 psig and shan be provided with a poppet valve and a rup-
ture disc instaned in parallel which relieve to a 10-inch
relief line. 7be poppet valve shan be set to open at a
pressure of 12 inches of water or less and the rupture
disc shall be rated to burst at 3 psig.

( (2) 2e inner container of the 1000 gallon storage Dewar sban
be designed for an internal pressure of at least 75 peig and
the outer container shan be designed for an internal pressure
of at least 60 psig.

(3) 5be test tank shan be designed for an internal pressure of
at least 50 poig.

(4) The storage Dewar and the test tank shan be bolted to the
i test car and shall be capable of withstanding a 2g load in

any direction. y

(5) The test article, located in the test tank,- shall have a
| maximum. volume of 75 ganons- and shall be designed for an .

,

-- | .-
internal pressure of at least 50 psig. Ubis container aban |;

'

have a siphon break in its fill line.
l.

,

!(6) LH2 transfer lines, vent lines and control valves shan be
!designed for an internal pressure of at least 100 peig.

:

(7) An isolable portions of the system which nomally contain,-

IJL2 or'could contain LH2 as a result of. leakage shan be
protected by pressure relief valves and/or rupture discs ;)
set to relieve below system design pressure and having.
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sufficient capacity to prevent overpressurisation if vacman
', insulation is lost. Relief lines shan join a cosason header

=

inside the capsule and aba n vent through a single 5-inch
,

pipe penetration in the capsule.i

(8) Ibe 5-inch vent line shall pass ever rear of the primary-

test car sai shan mate (through a qdi disconnect) with a
5-inch vent line outside the reactor building. This 5-inch
vent line, in turn, shan vent to the atmosphere at least
15 feet above the react'or building roof, and the line shan
be provided with a valve which shall prevent any backflow

i of air into the line.

(9) A 10-inch vent line shan be provided which shall mate with
the capsule vent line (through a quick-disconnect) and shall
discharge to the atmosphere at least 15 feet above the
reactor building. A. valve aban be provided at the exit
of this line to prevent backflow of air into the line.

(10) A mechanical car-puner shan be provided to effect remote
removal of the test car from the reactor building. Two

sets of controls for the car puller shan be provided;
one set within the operations building and.one beside the
dos e of the reactor building. 1he car puller controls
located in the operations building shan not be esjeble o'f
moving the test car into the building.- Interlocks shan be

-

provided to prevent removal of the test car. from the building it:

(a) the hydrogen concentration in the capsule is greater
than 2 5f,

(b) the reactor is operating and above the surface of the
pool, ,

'

(c) electrical mating boards on the reactor building are
energized,

(d) the _" fail-open" vent valves are not closed for the
-disconnect operation.

i
b. Instrumentation and Safety Systems''

During the course of any irradiation- experiment, sufficient instrumenta .i tion shall be kept in service to permit the test engineer to monitor
!.

the condition of an portions of the experimental equipment from.

the operations building.
!
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' The conditions specified in Table J-1 shall cause the reactor

to automatically scram and be lowered into the reactor pool.
Continuous control room read-out of the minimu:n instrumentation
indicated la the table shall be maintained at all times during

.

*I an irradiation rua.
..

c. Operating Limitations

(1) Helium shall be sed for valve actuation and for inerting
and pressurization operations. The helium supply shall
contain no more than 8 ppm oxygen,

!

(2) Whenever expecimental equipment containing LH2 is in the
reactor building, at least two of the reactor building roll
doors shall be fully open, all reactor building roof fans
shall be operating, and the reactor building basement vratila-
tion system shall be off.

(3) All irradiation experiments shall be located in the test
article. No experiments which involve moving parts or
more than trace quantities of substances which mcy react
chemically with hydrogen shall be performed.

(4) When experiments are being condocted in the RER building
with liquid hydrogen, the lithium hydride shield will be
removed frem the support structure and will be placed near
the southwest vall of the RER building. During periods
that the liquid hydrogen equipment is present in the RER
building, the pressure in the lithium hydride shield will
be continuously eomitored. Should a drop in pressure in-
dicative of a shield leak occur, the reactor will be shut
dova and lowered into the pool and the liquid hydrogen experi-
meat will be shut deva and removed from the reactor building.

|
(5) The Liquid Hydrogen Test Engineer shall have the authority

to order the reactor shut dova if in his opinion a condition
exists which might compromise safety.

(6) Leak rate. of the capsule shall be verified to be less than
one standard cubic foot per minute of Helium at 0.25 psig
prior to each irradiation test.

(7) Dae thennocoople located in the top of the 3-inch vent stack
shall provide a continuous readout in the control room and*

shall initiate an alarm if the tauicated temperature reiches
660 F. Upon such alarm the reactot shall be manually shut
dova and lowered into the pool.

! !
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b TABLE J-1

-Minimum - **0perating-.

Sensor focation Required Range
.

kl0 R to 6600R0
Sermocouple 3" vent quiet 1*

disconnect- ,

.

0
" ' Top of 10" l 4100R to 660 R

vent stack
-

' :

Hydrogen Gas. Within lessthan35%H2
Analyzer Capsule 2 by volume

? Hydrogen Gas- - 3" vent quick less than 1 5% H2
Analyzer 61sconnect 1* by volume

.

Pressure Supply- leas than
Transducer Devar- 1- 65 paig

.

- (_ System-..
.

\.
- - pressurization"

manifold downstream lese tbtn
of regulator l' 190 psi.g

-i Valve actuation
belium manifold"

'- upstream of greater than
regulator 1 -130 psig'

_. Test article. -1 less than 65 psig"

,
.

. i
Capsule. 1 2 in. v. g. to_' "

1 16 in.-w. g.
> _ _ _

Capsule _ helium
.

" ' supply manifold,
.

1 greater than 500 ps::
.

a) upstream of regulator, "

b) dovustream of 1 less-.than 220 psig-
,

' [ regulator
.

*May be of:J [be line for short periods of time to permit recalibratiott.
* ** (I reactor shall be automatically scrammed and ?. overed into the pool vbenever
j- any of the parameters deviates from the specified operating range.
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(6) No irradiations involving utilitation of IR2 shall be conducted
vithout prior approval of the irradiation by the Reactor SafetyI

!, C,omittee.

) Irradiations involving utilization of IR2 shall be conducted
4

j vith detailed check lists and procedures which have been
.I approved by the operating organization and the Reactor Safety

Comittee.

Prior to initiation of an irradiation run the IR equirment(10) v111 te checked out in place to verify that the c,apsule and
10-inch vent line are properly inerted, that instrumentation
reads out properli in the oyerations building and that the
system can be adequately controlled from the operations building.

to the experimental equipment aball be performed(11) Transfer of 1R2
only at the IR2 Test Facility.

(12) All 142 to be used in the experiment shall be filtered through'

a 10 micron filter.
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RAZARD3 ANALYSIB BY THE TEST AND POWER REAC70R SAFETt BRANC8

DIVISION OF REAC'NR LICENSING

.I.N. 7HE MATTER OF

ICCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORIORATION

RADIATIOf. EFFECIS REACTOR
; _

[] /p F a d/DOCKET NO. 50-172

l ay application dated December 19, 1965, and supplements dated May 28, June k,
June 16, June 22, and_ September 21, 1964, Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
requested authority under Facility License R-86 to utilize liquid hydrogen
in connection with irradiation experiments at the Radiation Effects Reactor (RER).
7be proposed experjn.cntal program is oriented primarily toward determining the
behavior of various inert and non-moving materials under irradiation at liquid
hydrogen temperatures.

Fo noving review of Lockheed's proposal, the Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards stated in its letter dated July 15, 1964 that ".. . if planned tests
of capsule integrity under large hydrogen leaks from the test tank are success-
ful, the liquid hydrogen cooled irradiations can be perfomed as proposed with-
out undue hazard to the health and oafety of the public. "

[ EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Se liquid hydrogen equipment to be used in the proposed experiments vill be
mounted on an RER test car and vill be placed in the reactor building adjacent
to the reactor during each irradiation test. Another car, coupled to the
test car, vill contain gaseous helium in storece bottles to be used for valve
operation and for pressurization and inerting opert.tions.

The basi.c t.pparatus consisto of a 1000 ganon supply Dewar mounted in the
middle of the test car, and a test tank located on the forward end of the car.
The test article, a smaner tank conteining liquid bydrogen and an experiment,
is located within the test tank and is connected to the supply Dewar by piping.
A liquid level a 'e is provided within the test article to provide continuous
monitoring of liquid hydrogen level. The supply Dewar and the test tank, with
their associated piping, provide double containment for the liquid bydrogen,

!
at all points except for short sections of the pressure relief piping betweenI

the pressure relief valves and the primary system van, and a short section
of flexible lits adjacent to the test tank. Vent lines from the supply Devar
and the test article a.e provided with pressure control valves to permit venting,

{ of gaseous hydrogen produced by normal boiloff of the liquid hydrogen during
These vents connect to a 5-inch line that discharges outside andoperation. Tbe control valves are designed to fail in the open-

above the reactor building.
position; hovover, they are instaned in paranel vith relief valves and ruptureI

j discs so that control failure vill not prevent pressure relief. The dry voluines

of the test tank, tbc storage tank and evacuated pipe jacketing, as ven as'
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potentially isolable sectione of pipe between valves are protected by relief *

valves and/or rupture disco Vhich also discharge to the 3-inch vent line.;

An aluminu:n cover, caned the " capsule", which is gaokoted and bolted to the
car deck, serves as a fitr.1 barrier a6ainst escape of hydro 6en into the reactor''

buildin6 should the test apparatus develop a leak. 'Ibe capsule is protected
from overpressure by a relief valve and a rupture disc vbich are installed,

in paranel and connected to a 10-inch vent line that dischar6es outside and+

above the reactor building. This relief system is designed to safely discharC*
the gas which would result from an accidental spin of liquid hydrogen into
the capsule at a rate of 125 gallons per minute (spm). During the course
of an irradiation experiment an inert helium atmosphere vill be maintained,

in the capsule and in the 10-inch vent line.

Wermocouples and pressure tramducers are the basic instrumentation to be
used for monitoring the experiment. Wermocouples within the capsule and in
and near the vent stacks vin provide a basic means for leak detection by
indicatire the presence of cold hydrogen gas or the presence of a bydrogen
fire, dependire on the 1ccation, In addition, four hydrogen gas analyzers
vill be provided (3 vithin the capsule and one outside the three-inch vent
line) to detect a::y leakuge from the experiment. Additional thermocouples,

together with pressure transducers, vin provide the operators with inforv.ation
needed for control of the experiment during an irradiation run. All thermo.
coupleoandpressuretransducersvillhavehighand/orlovalarmsasappropriate.

f Normal control of the experiment vill be performed manually by an operator
in the RER control room. Havever, the fonoving off-normal experimental
conditions vill cause the reactor to be scrammed and lowered into the pool

! automatically:

(1) hydrogen leakage from the joint connectire the 3-inch vent line
to the experiment,

(2) hyJrogen concentrations in the helium atmosphere of the capsule
which approach the minimum flemnable concentration of hydrogen'

in air,'

f (3) exeensive hydrogen flow through the 3-inch vent line,
1

/ (4) high or lov temperature conditions indicating fire or excessive amounts
j of hydrogen in the capsule vent line, ,

(5) high or lov pressure within the capsule,
h

| J (6) high or lov pressure in the belium supply erstem, and
.

I
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(7) high pressure vithin the liquid hydrogen system.

ANALYSIS

Se primary hazard associated with the proposed experiments originates freet
I the possibility that leakage of hydrogen could lead to accumulation of explo.
I sive mixtures in the reactor building. If a deconstion vere to occur, it is

conceivable that %e reactor might be severely damaged. Accordingly, we have
examined the expenment in detail to assure that adequate precautione have'

been taken in the design to minimize the probability of leaks and to assure
that, in the event of leaks, the hydrogen could be adeqaately vented outside
the building,

i

Essentially all the experimental apparatus is doubly contained by the vacuum
jacket on tha supply Devar and piping, and by the test tank vithin which the
test article is placed me en. ire primary system has a nominal working
pressure of 50 psig. Individual ecmponents vere designed for pressure varying
between 50 and 100 psig at liquid hydrogen temperatures, and were proof tested
at approximately 50 psig greater than desiga pressure at ambient temperature.
The applicant has selected catorials and components, such as valves, to speci.
fications normally used in accepted cryogenic practice.

O design of the pressure control and relief system on the experiment with
respect to location, backup and capacity has been reviewed in detail. All

tanks and isolable sections of piping have separate relief valves and/or
rupture discs. With respect to relief capacity, it appears that the system

(. would be limited to safe pressures undete all anticipated normal and abnormal
conditions. For example, v.he system vill vent adequately even in the event
of a loss of vacuum insulation. All secondary volumes, such as vacuum jackt m
and the test tank, are equipped with relief devices which appear to have
adequate capacity to discharge hydrogen to the vent header at the boil off
rate that would be anticipated following a groes leak of the primary barrier.
It is unlikely, therefore, that a leak into the vacuum jacket or the test
tank would lead to the1.r failure due to excessive pressure.- Furthermore, the
experimental program is limited to che irradiation of passive parts, and no.
tests involving vibratian or rotation of specimens, or involving the potential
for off-gassing chemically reactive substances vill be conducted. It is

unlikely, therefore, that failure of an experiment vould lead to leakage of
hydrogen from the apparatus.

Although it appears that the applicant has taken adequate precautions in
; designing the experiment to prevent leaks, experience to date in the handling
3

of liquid hydrogen indicates that leaks from the apparatus into the outer
aluminum capsule cannot be ruled out. We have therefore examined the caps.
bility of the capsule to retain its integrity and to safely vent the hydrogen
that vould be evolved if gross leakage from the experiment vere to occur.
We applicant's calculations, with which we concur, indicate that the vent
system can relieve the capsule at a rate sufficient to prevent overpressurizatic
if hydrc6en were spilled from the experiment at the estimated maximum flow rate
(125 gpm) for a double-ended rupture of the liquid hydrogen transfer line. In

3
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view of the design of the system ve regard this to be the largeet creditle
j ( leak that could occur. Sp1Hage of liquid hydrogen at this rate could subject;

I
scoe portions of the envelope formed by the capsule and car deck to relatively
severe themal stress conditions. Hovever, analysis of the structure indicates'

that no strueural failures are likely to occur and that gasketed joints are
adequately insulated against sudden temperature changes. . It is not anticipated
therefore that significant hydrogen leakade vould occur during the period of

I
venting fonovin6 such a spin.'

'Ib confirm the integrity of the enclosure described by the capsule and test
car and to confirm the ability of the capsule relief system to vent properly,
the applicant vin conduct an IRg spin test at a site remote from the reactor.
The test vin consist of dumpir4 IR2 on the test car floor at the rate of
125 gpm tc Limulate the maximum credible spin which could occur from a double-
ended pipe break. To be successful the test must confirm the adequacy (1) of.

the relief system to limit the overpressure and (P) of the enclosure to limit
the leakage rate to 10 standard cubic feet per minute immediate1L following
the spill. A leak rate of this magnitude vould not permit accumulation of
hazardous quanitities of hydrogen in the building because of the rapidity
with which hydrogen diffuses in air. Consequently, the test should demon-
strate the ability of the system to safely dispose of hydrogen that might be
spilled during an irradiation run. The appliennt, the staff and the ACRS
have recognized that the experimental program covered by the proposed amnd-
ment should not be authorized unlees thie test program proves succc.4tul.
Accordingly, the proposed license amendnent vill not be issued until the result
establish the required capsule integrity. If, af ter inspec. tion of the test
results by the regulatory staff, the test is found successful, the license'

f amendment r.ay be issued.

Although it is believed that the equipment has been designed in such a
manner that release of s1 nificant amounts of hydrogen into the reactor6
building vin be a very remote possibility, ve have examined the possible

;

i consequences of such a release. If the capsule pressure devices should fail
i to open following the maximum credible spill described above, the capsule

vould rupture in about seven seconds. Under these circumstances, the reactor
could not be lowered into the pool in time to afford protection against possib3

; blast effects ehould the hydrogen be ignited. In the worst instance, detons-;

tion of the hydrogen might occur, although it is our opinion that rapid burnir4'

(defla6 ration) is far more likely since the applicant has taken an reasonable
precautions to eliminate potential detonation sources within the building.
However, eone uncertainty exists due to the fact that the effect of a radiatior
field on detonation sensitivity is unknovu. Consequently, the applicant has
analyzed the consequences of a detonation of the entire hydrogen invencory

( (1000 gallons, vithin the reactor building vtth the reactor in an elevated'

position, 'Ihis analysis indicates that the reactor vould not experience
significant crushing or overturning forces. Our independent analysis indicates

y
that the overpressure associated with a detonation of this amount of hydrogen4

vould probably cause severe damage to the reactor buildin6 and that it might
cause some slight deformation of the reactor pressure vessel. However, we vou2

d not expect the explosion to cause damage to the reactor pressure vessel, its
) associated piping, or the lift structure to the extent that scram capability

]
vould be impaired or reactor cooling capability would be lp.t before the reactc
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is lowered into the pool. Accordingly we have concludtd that fuel vould

a not melt and that a significant release of fission products is unlikely
even under these extreme circumstances. It is probable that minor quantities
of radioactive materials produced external to the reactor by neutron activa.
tion would become air borne as a result of the explosion, but thw hozard to

? persons offsite from this source vould be negligible. Although the proposed
i experim nts vill slightly increase the probability of minor releases of

radioactivity, ve have concluded that the potential hazards to the public
resulting from the proposed experi2:ents vould be no greater than those
considered and found acceptable in review and approval of previous opera.
tions of the RER.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATI07G,

Froposed technical specifications for the liquid hydrogen experimente,
submitted by the applicant, vere modified as a result of discussions with
the applicant. A copy of the modified technical specifications is attached.

CONCLUSION

Cubject to successful completion of the hydrogen spill test and to the
limitations set forth in the modified technical specifications, ve have
concluded that the proposed liquid hydrogen experimente can be carried
out without undue risk to the health ani safety of the public.

I gint Upid ti

i t. tidH

| Saul Levine, Chief
|

'14st & Pover Reactor Safety Branch
Division of Beactor Licensing

Date: OCT 2 19c4
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